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Executive summary

A

GROWING NUMBER OF oil and gas (O&G)

steps needed to be a “winner” in that archetype.

companies are pledging net-zero goals, but

For example, a net-zero pioneer will be concerned

not all are clear about how to get there. In a

with asset divestments, while a low-carbon producer

recent Deloitte survey (see sidebar, “Executive

will focus on decarbonizing field operations. And as

survey methodology”), 56% of respondents view

a company’s strategy evolves, it may move across

the energy transition as a mixed bag of

these archetypes: A low-carbon producer could

opportunities, risks, or a complex phenomenon.

move over time to be a green follower. As the market

Successful transition will take a long time, and

evolves, the role of each archetype will likely be

some prominent energy transition scenarios

important for the industry to meet both rising

project oil demand in 2030 to remain around 90

energy demand and climate goals.

MMbbl/d (figure 1). This implies there’s likely to
be sustained value in oil and gas—indeed, an

By associating themselves with an archetype that

overwhelming 77% of surveyed executives plan to

closely matches their strategy, O&G companies can

maintain hydrocarbons as their long-term business.

identify ways to drive value from the transition—
and there’s indeed value near US$1.3 trillion to be

The interplay of energy transition and traditional

unlocked.1 However, companies must address their

hydrocarbons creates a spectrum of opportunities,

internal transformation using operations design,

which can be distilled into four archetypes. Net-

supply chain ecosystem, a digital mindset, and

zero pioneers and green followers are training

organizational setup. Fundamentally, meeting high

their sights on renewables and new energy, while

stakeholder expectations can require each

low-carbon producers and hydrocarbon

archetype to attain a balance not just between

stalwarts continue to focus on fossil fuel

economics and environment, but also between

production. The metrics for success in each

growing the overall market and growing their

archetype are different but are consistent with the

market share.

EXECUTIVE SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Deloitte conducted a survey of 100 C-level senior executives and environment, health, and safety
leaders of global oil and gas companies to study organizations’ plans and strategies to navigate
the energy transition. It spanned a diverse mix of global upstream portfolios, including integrated
companies (68%), domestic pure plays (18%), international exploration and production (E&P; 9%),
and national oil companies (5%) with revenues above US$100 million. The comprehensive survey
helped uncover the actions that some O&G businesses are taking to address changes in the
industry and identify what motivates those businesses to adopt new practices and implement new
technologies related to optimizing the hydrocarbons business and/or venturing into clean energy.
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The long road to a lowcarbon world

T

HE NET-ZERO FOCUS is real and will likely

is set to undergo transformational changes. This

grow stronger by the day. In addition to

could mean many things, but most prominently, it

governments designing policies to incentivize

signals a reduced role for fossil fuels,higher share

2

a move to a lower-carbon future, corporate pledges

of renewables in the energy mix, greater consumer

to achieve net-zero goals are pouring in with a

choice, and increasing levels of integration and

growing share of O&G companies joining the race.

competition for cleaner technologies.3

Irrespective of the time frame—2030, 2040, 2050—
these pledges suggest that the global energy system
FIGURE 1

Oil’s race to 2050 (global oil demand projections under various
net-zero scenarios)
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Given the imminent shift, energy agencies,

(for more details, read Portfolio transformation in

companies, stakeholders, and analysts are

oil and gas),4 there is no doubt that the energy

increasingly highlighting three broad scenarios:

transition is underway.

business-as-usual, rapid transition, and eventual
net-zero. Although every scenario is a possibility,

However, the energy transition will take a long

adopting a business-as-usual mindset and

time to complete. Even by 2050, the most

assuming no significant change in societal attitudes

aggressive net-zero scenarios project oil demand to

toward emissions could risk a company’s survival.

remain between 25 MMbbl/d and 50 MMbbl/d.5

77% of surveyed executives
plan to maintain hydrocarbons
as their long-term business,
including the 47% who plan to
decarbonize the business.

Also, while recycling could limit feedstock
demand growth for plastics in the long term,
the overall demand for petrochemical feedstock
is likely to remain strong at least in this decade
with the increasing use of recycled material in
production.6 Thus, the major deceleration in oil
demand will likely start in the next decade. The
2020s is expected to therefore be a period of
transition, where many O&G companies will
strive to reconcile the reality with the ambition

And while the argument of those planning for a

of moving to a lower-carbon energy system.

business-as-usual scenario that green energy isn’t
always profitable in the near term holds ground

4
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The other side of the transition

T

HERE WILL LIKELY be a role for oil and gas in
the energy mix for years to come due to the
law of supply and demand, geopolitics of

energy, and the accountability of all companies in
the energy value chain in curbing emissions.

However, the transition is not that straightforward.
Even switching demand for petrochemicals would
be challenging without a transition in raw
materials requirements of various sectors outside
the energy sector. So, what might this new world
look like in terms of supply, demand, and pricing
fundamentals (figure 2)?
• The supply deficit: Oil supply and demand
will likely not move in tandem, at least in this
decade. Until recently, demand lagged supply,
but a steep drop in capex has changed this
equation. Put simply, the green shift won’t
necessarily mean low oil prices. Current annual
capex is approximately US$375 billion, and
minimum annual capex required to offset field
declines is estimated at US$525 billion.7
As a result of the “missing capex,” oil seems to
have already come out of its “new normal” price
range of US$50-60/bbl.8 Considering the
industry has been optimizing its operations
since 2015, a price of US$60/bbl and above
would mean added profits for many O&G
companies. In this scenario, western O&G
companies may even consider going private to
get capital from less carbon-sensitive investors
and pursue opportunities having higher returns.
In other words, the acceleration in energy
transition may happen alongside O&G
companies capturing high value for their
hydrocarbons—at least in this decade.

5

FIGURE 2

The other side of the transition
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• Supplier (im)balance: OPEC’s oil market

just environmental issues, but also social and

share is projected to increase from 37%

governance ones. O&G companies are not

currently to over 50% by 2050 under prominent

outliers in terms of their ESG performance—in

net-zero scenarios, driven in part by

fact, many producers have been proactively

international oil companies (IOCs) reducing

publishing their ESG performance and setting

their O&G capex.9 If production from

ESG goals for several years already. US E&P

nonprivatized producing nations such as Russia

companies, for example, have the second

is also considered, OPEC+ would be supplying

highest ESG scores after the health sector in the

most of the demand by 2050.10 This could result

United States.11 Nevertheless, the ability of even

in a phase where expensive imports from

top O&G ESG performers to source capital and

OPEC+ will increasingly fill the demand-supply

retain capital is a growing issue.

gap until the world completely electrifies the
• Decarbonization responsibility: From

transportation sector and decarbonizes power
generation. And if demand from energy-hungry

court rulings to shareholder activism, the

countries in the Americas and Asia falls slower

pressure is mounting on O&G companies to

than expected, and with other unknown

reduce emissions and broaden their emission

sociopolitical factors remaining largely constant,

goals, including reporting Scope 3 emissions.

the world may witness significant oil price

Although O&G companies have a responsibility

volatility and energy security risks.

to disclose and reduce Scope 3 emissions, the
onus lies across the energy value chain, including

• ESG focus: Environment, social, and

industrials and transportation. The O&G

governance (ESG) investing is growing, and

industry’s direct emissions (Scope 1 and Scope 2)

O&G companies are increasingly focused on not

constitute only 12% of its total GHG emissions.12
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Four archetypes of the future
In a lower-carbon energy system, producers would

energy transition. In our surveys and discussions

still be needed to supply the most bearish

with O&G companies, four distinct roles—or

hydrocarbon demand outlook, while others would

archetypes—emerge (figure 3):

play a big role in enabling the successful global
FIGURE 3
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• Hydrocarbon stalwarts: Those that are
primarily focused on gaining market share and
nurturing their hydrocarbon business in
regions/assets with the lowest upstream costs
and least regulatory risk
• Low-carbon producers: Those that are
primarily focused on building a lean, optimal,
and decarbonized hydrocarbon portfolio
• Green followers: Those that enter the new
energy business after hydrocarbon assets are
monetized and clean technologies have reached
commercial maturity
• Net-zero pioneers: Those that are focused on
building a primarily new energy heavy portfolio
by divesting most of their hydrocarbon business
and are the first to embrace the green
future fully
Below, we examine the potential opportunity
across the four archetypes.
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A GAME OF TRADE-OFFS AND CHOICES
As O&G companies plan for the future, they face several complex decisions that will define their view of
value generation and success. Prioritizing between capital and cash flow targets, risk-return trade-offs,
scope of valuations, and growth will create the distinctive “recipe for success” for each archetype (figure
4). While net-zero pioneers would favor minimizing the transition risk, stalwarts would likely play the
high-risk high-return game, at least in this decade. Similarly, while green followers and net-zero pioneers
target high extrinsic valuations, low-carbon producers and hydrocarbon stalwarts will likely bank on their
strong intrinsic valuations.
Irrespective of the choices made by each archetype, going green (ESG performance, decarbonized
operations, or new energy) is a non-negotiable metric enabling or disabling the rest. On the other hand,
doing it right could unlock a “green” multiplier impact across the spectrum, which brings the archetypes
closer together, with some even intersecting and overlapping in the future.
FIGURE 4
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Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Archetype 1: Net-zero pioneers

seems to be growing internal activism for
going green.

Net-zero pioneers have a bold vision of making
sustainability their core business, the courage to

According to our analysis, some of the largest

dismantle or divest their hydrocarbon business

integrated O&G companies have announced net-zero

model built over decades, and the patience to scale

targets and a departure from hydrocarbons as the

and commercialize their green business. These three

primary business feature under this archetype.

green traits are hard to embrace, especially at an oil

While relatively fewer in number, they still account

price of US$75/bbl—which is probably why only 5%

for 30% of the industry’s market capitalization—that

of surveyed O&G executives associate with this

is, they have the power to move the needle for their

archetype or pathway currently. Nevertheless, there

regions and industry.13

FIGURE 5

Net-zero pioneers’ value generation for new energy business
Archetype 1: Net-zero pioneers
Valuation uplift:
Capex savings:

104% | US$457 billion
35% | US$162 billion

Asset realizations: 7% | US$42 billion

Around 104% uplift (~US$457 billion)
can be potentially realized with
market appraisals in line with
announced plans and at par
Valuation with renewable companies’
uplift
valuations

About 7% (US$42 billion) of
O&G divestments can be
potentially realized from assets
Asset
likely to generate less than
realizations
20% future cash returns

Capex
savings

Nearly 35% (US$162 billion) of
future capital can be saved
from hydrocarbon projects that
are likely to generate less than
20% cash returns

Notes:
• Valuation uplift: Adjusted market value through market-to-book–value adjustments at par with top listed renewable companies
• Asset realizations: Present value realized from divestments of projects generating less than 20% future cash returns
• Capex savings: Future capex savings from hydrocarbon projects generating less than 20% future cash returns
Sources: Rystad Energy Upstream Ucube database; S&P Capital IQ; Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Despite their bold moves, these pioneers seem to

potentially divest ~7% to realize value of about

receive less market or stakeholder appraisals—

US$42 billion.

especially as compared to, for instance, companies
identifying as “renewable utilities,” which have

Archetype 2: Green followers

surpassed several supermajors in terms of market
capitalization and are receiving three times the
valuations attracted by today’s net-zero pioneers.14

With oil prices trading above US$75/bbl, staying in

Other factors aside, even receiving valuation

hydrocarbons, rectifying balance sheets, and

multiples at par with these companies would mean

managing shareholder expectations look attractive to

an upside of 104% (i.e., US$457 billion) in

some companies. They will develop a war chest to

shareholders’ wealth for these handful of net-zero

acquire green businesses once the economics and

pioneers (figure 5). Similarly, if pioneers identify

technological evolution make sense. According to our

hydrocarbon portfolios generating less than 20% in

survey, 18% of O&G executives expressed that this

cash returns, they could consider redeploying about

strategy aligns most with their long-term strategy.15

35% of planned capex (US$162 billion) and
FIGURE 6

Green followers’ accumulated “war chest” under various price scenarios
Archetype 2: Green followers
Cash war chest for future acquisitions (over 2020): 1%–132% | US$460–US$1,059 billion
Cash war chest* for future green acquisitions
(Percentage increase in 2021-2025 over 2020
and absolute value US$ billion)
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*Notes: Cash war chest is calculated over cash and short-term investments and treasury stock in 2020, adjusted after:
• Monetizing balance of reserves by dipping into reserves-to-production (R/P) by 1, 2, or 3 years
• Paying oﬀ long-term debt by 5%–10% cumulatively based on debt-to-capital strength
• Increasing returns to shareholders at cumulative 5% increase until 2025
• Adjusting for ﬁnding and development (F&D) costs for the next 5 years
Sources: S&P Capital IQ; Rystad Energy Upstream Ucube; Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Although going green would be an eventual goal,

THE RESERVES-TO-PRODUCTION EQUATION

it may not have the first claim on the followers’

The industry’s age-old metric to judge its
direction and pace of growth—the reservesto-production (R/P) ratio—highlights the
number of years for existing reserves to run
dry at current production levels. In the past,
a drop in R/P used to be a result of major
disruptions—and was punished by investors.

extra cash generated—that is reserved for
reducing debt and increasing payouts.
Additionally, companies may start slashing and
monetizing their traditionally higher reserves-toproduction (R/P) that could now be less relevant
for long-term business growth (see sidebar, “The
reserves-to-production equation”). Would this

With uncertainty looming over oil demand,
investors are placing less value on holding
reserves on balance sheets and companies
are rethinking high R/P. Also, oil prices
influence the value of reserves, i.e., low
prices can push the balance into red as
companies can technically no longer produce
them economically.

leave enough for the green business? According to
our analysis of probable green followers, there is
an opportunity to build a war chest of about
US$705 billion—i.e., 54% over and above the cash
held in 2020—after reducing R/P by two years at
an oil price of US$55/bbl, slashing long-term debt
by 5% to 10%, and increasing shareholder payouts
by 5% until 2025 (figure 6).16

The opportunity to monetize the excess
reserve base and battle the challenge of
long-term demand uncertainty would be
timely in this decade as demand and prices
both stay resilient.

Is this war chest sizeable? Probably yes. It is 1.5
times the cumulative market capitalization of all
publicly listed renewable energy companies in the
world.17 Additionally, the wait may allow them to
buy big at lower valuations, as green technologies
evolve and mature over the next few years.

of O&G executives stated that the pathway of lowcarbon producers aligns most with their company’s

Archetype 3: Lowcarbon producers

long-term vision.18
While low-carbon producers have already adjusted

In the past decade, many O&G companies have

the most to the new oil reality, there is significant

made a sea change to their fuel, regional, or

scope to further optimize their operations—for

resource strategy, led by the availability of new

instance, through their well engineering and

supply, changes in demand centers, and the new

completion designs (figure 7). If they follow, for

normal of oil prices. However, lean producers with

example, the best practices of the top 25%

the lowest carbon and most efficient portfolios

optimizers within this group, they can increase

have weathered and navigated every downcycle

their annual free cash flow by as much as US$56.5

successfully. These producers will likely continue

billion or 155%.19 Just for comparison, the highest

to have a role in the new future of energy,

free cash flow of the group has been US$49 billion

especially those that strive for both optimization

until now.20

and decarbonization. According to our survey, 47%

13

FIGURE 7

Value unlocked from low-carbon producers
Archetype 3: Low-carbon producers
Opportunity to optimize: 155% | US$56.5 billion
Opportunity to decarbonize: 45%–60%
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Archetype 4: Hydrocarbon
stalwarts

Meanwhile, the opportunity to decarbonize is
sizeable for this group. The decarbonization
potential largely depends on the type of reserves
and hydrocarbons produced but implementing

Hydrocarbons are synonymous with many oil-

industrywide best practices could reduce emissions

producing nations where the national oil company

intensity by up to 45%-60%. The low-carbon

(NOC) plays a large role in the country’s economy.

producers would likely try to offset their

By holding the most competitive reserves and

hydrocarbon emissions by improving their

benefitting from operating the biggest fields, many

operational efficiency and focusing on using their

producing countries (or their NOCs) tend to have a

existing assets for carbon storage as well as

natural advantage in growing their share in oil’s

enhanced oil recovery (EOR) projects. For instance,

projected decline. In fact, a few of these nations or

US independents could possibly gain value in this

their NOCs also offer a combination of competitive

space as it will help them not only offset their

reserves and decarbonized operations. For instance,

emissions from their onshore shale assets but also

Saudi Aramco flares less than one-fourth of the

drive increased revenue.

natural gas flared by all US upstream operators put
together, despite production of both falling within
close range of each other.21

FIGURE 8

Value retention and market share of hydrocarbon stalwarts
Archetype 4: Hydrocarbon stalwarts
Gain in market share: From 34% to 51%
Value retention: US$1.3 trillion
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Notes:
• Value at risk: Diﬀerence in net present value of future free cash ﬂows between Rystad’s Mean and –Sigma scenarios
• Resources at risk: Diﬀerence in economically recoverable O&G resources between Rystad’s Mean and –Sigma scenarios
Sources: Rystad Energy, “Energy Transition Risk” module; Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Stalwarts have the potential to gain market
share by as much as 34% today to 51%.

22

However, it is not that only NOCs will be the
“last supplier standing.” Many publicly or
privately owned companies, in fact, have
lower hydrocarbon “value and resources at
risk” than many NOCs.23 For instance, of the
companies that have less than 16% of their
hydrocarbon portfolio “at risk” from a
decline in cash flows and recoverable
reserves, 57% are non-NOCs (figure 8).24
Many of these non-NOCs have built strong
positions in regions with the least transition

By associating themselves
with an archetype that closely
matches their strategy, O&G
companies can identify ways to
drive value from the transitionand there’s indeed value up to
or near trillion dollars for
each to be unlocked.

risk, lowest cost structure, or certain demand base.

their long-term strategy, it seems that many O&G

Almost 50% of the reserves held by them are in

companies still see value in a smaller hydrocarbon

conventional onshore basins, which offer the

market. Stalwarts with less than 16% of their

lowest decline rates among all the resource types.25

hydrocarbon portfolio at risk, in fact, may reap
US$1.3 trillion of value by 2050, if overall oil

With 30% of O&G executives stating that the

demand lands halfway between 25 MMbbl/d (net-

pathway of hydrocarbon stalwart aligns most with

zero) and 50 MMbbl/d (accelerated transition).26
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Preserving and growing value
under each archetype

A

T FIRST GLANCE, it may seem that the

future creates a complex interplay between

energy transition would work in the favor of

hydrocarbons and renewable energy (figure 9).

net-zero pioneers, while negatively affecting

Considering each pathway offers different value to

hydrocarbon stalwarts. However, the reality is

be realized, the question becomes how to preserve

hardly so distinctive—adapting to a low-carbon

and grow this value.

FIGURE 9

Value inﬂuencers: Opportunities and risks
MAXIMIZE
OPPORTUNITIES

MINIMIZE
RISKS

Eﬃcient technology development cycle
Leveraging ﬂexible partnerships and hybrid
technology models for:
• Optimizing capacity
• Maximizing resource use
• Lowering operational costs

Responsible asset divestment

Net-zero
pioneers

Suboptimal asset diversiﬁcation can result in:
• Increased emissions over asset's lifetime
• Negative impact on brand image
• Non-preferred employer status

Watchful wait strategy

Capability building for green

Pacing into the green energy business can help:
• Zero down on scalable green bets
• Ride out fragmented markets/upstarts in technologies
• Build energy trading and marketing experience
by leveraging existing capabilities

Entering the green space would require
more than hard dollars to avoid:
• Lower returns on big bets
• Lack of targeted, strategic preparedness
• Misplaced stakeholder conﬁdence

Green
followers

Dual value multiples

Investing in both operations and decarbonization can:
• Add to scope of business (innovative marketing)
• Unlock multiplier eﬀect from
decarbonization of operations
• Streamline low-carbon, high-yield portfolio

Increased ESG scrutiny

Low-carbon
producers

Adverse impact of ESG pressure could lead to:
• Going private as a quick ﬁx
• Operating at “business as usual” standards
• Cutting short full potential from eﬃciencies

New end markets

Reduced investor attractiveness

Utilizing integrated value chain to decarbonize
and expanding with new oﬀerings can unlock:
• Access to new markets
• Low-cost feedstock
• Broader investment options

Loss of investor preference can negatively impact:
• Undertaking new operational activities
• Ability to withstand government
divestment initiatives
• Share in new energy system

Hydrocarbon
stalwarts

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Net-zero pioneers

Green followers

Going green can help pioneers overcome multiple

A watchful wait strategy can help green followers

challenges, including negative image, capital

gradually build the future “green” capital required,

constraints, trickling flow of incoming talent, and

ride out the nascent green experimentation phase,

improved access to low-cost finance. In fact,

and maximize hydrocarbon value at higher prices.

funding costs of low-carbon O&G debt issuers in

They can also zero in on scalable economical bets,

North America are 75 basis points lower than that

which aren’t fragmented and crowded with

for carbon-intensive borrowers with an additional

upstarts, as currently seen in the solar PV and

six years on the bond tenor, providing greater

onshore wind space. These technologies are seeing

capital raising flexibility.27

95% of global annual capacity additions, with

As the novelty of going green matures, low-carbon

6%–7% for solar PV and 9%–10% for onshore wind

internal rate of return (IRR) hovering around
technologies evolve faster-than-expected, and keen

(as against many oil projects delivering more than

competition emerges among the commercially

15% IRR at US$50/bbl).

viable ones, pioneers could be judged and
differentiated on how well they can make good on

Capturing the above band of IRRs or picking a

early green bets. Rightly so, about 80% of surveyed

more competitive new energy solution altogether

senior O&G executives that identify as net-zero

would require much more than hard dollars from

pioneers highlight technology evolution as their

green followers. Leveraging existing hydrocarbon

topmost challenge. They need to be alert to

infrastructure for new energy solutions (e.g.,

opportunity and agile in pursuing it, while

offshore wind), establishing a new corporate

balancing gains and risks by adopting flexible

structure to commercialize low-carbon technology

partnerships and hybrid technology models or

portfolios, building an extensive energy trading

empowering low-carbon ventures.

and marketing experience, identifying corporate
PPA opportunities, and entering into strategic

Further, divesting the pioneers’ hydrocarbon assets

partnerships especially on the transportation and

in an improved price environment would be

storage front of green energy (aka new midstream)

favorable but could give rise to a dilemma as

could be some starting points for green followers.

buyers with poor carbon profiles emerge. Selling

For instance, Quidnet Energy and Emissions

assets to such buyers may result in a net-addition,

Reduction Alberta (ERA) partnered to develop an

not net-zero, to the environment and would lead to

ultra-low-cost form of hydroelectric energy storage,

negative reactions from stakeholders, investors,

using technical O&G expertise of well-drilling and

and even regulators, as noticed when a major oil

high-pressure pumping to store renewable energy

company divested assets to Scotland’s largest

in shale formations.29

carbon emitter or in another case, to a closely held,
“almost invisible” operator.28 Sellers need to live up

Right messaging and a clearly communicated

to their social obligation of responsible divestment,

strategy, maximizing or maintaining shareholder

where they don’t make an asset’s lifetime emissions

returns, and engaging with M&A advisers and

a buyer’s problem and simply move on.

strategists early on can effectively help build out
these opportunities. Timing the cycle may not be
the only point—timing companies’ readiness is
important as well.
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Low-carbon producers

Going forward, companies should bring more than
just an engineering efficiency mindset to develop

Low-carbon producers have to balance economics

their business and grow innovatively. There is big

(operational efficiency) and environment

value, for instance, in shaking up the status quo to

(decarbonization) to be a lean machine from day

become innovative marketers. Lundin recently

one and create a domino effect in the long term.

made headlines for its sale of the world’s first

Any investments they make in automation, energy

certified carbon-neutral oil from its Edvard Grieg

efficiency, advanced leak detection, quantification

field, which has five times less CO2 per barrel of oil

technology, etc. serve this dual purpose. In fact,

than the world average.32 The company aims to

about 55% of surveyed producers’ immediate

achieve full carbon neutrality of all its production

priorities for their hydrocarbon business are to

by 2025.33

reduce the emissions intensity of operations,
streamline resource portfolio to lower the energy

The way forward is to keep doing more—in other

transition risk, and optimize operations through

words, using stakeholder pressure to achieve best-

digitalization/analytics (figure 10).30 For instance, a

in-class results (operationally or ESG-driven).

major international E&P is defining its operational

Metrics of project evaluation, performance

performance as a function of both, lower cost of

assessment, and reporting transparency have to

production and lower emissions intensity, and has

evolve and go beyond “this is how we operate.”

been trading ahead of analysts’ net asset valuations

Producers that balance all three—portfolio,

due to its combination of low-cost, low-emitting,

business optimization, and emissions—can truly

and higher-yield assets.31

unlock value on this path.

FIGURE 10

What will the immediate priority be for the hydrocarbon business of
low-carbon producers?
Streamline and optimize resource portfolio to lower energy transition risk
57%

Reduce emissions intensity of operations
57%

Optimize operations through digitalization/analytics
Prioritize growth from low-cost, high-margin assets

53%

50%
36%

Divest high-cost, carbon-heavy
assets
26%

32%

Reduce capex intensity by focusing on brownﬁeld projects
18%

30%

Prioritize inorganic growth at lower acquisition cost
4%

Other
4%
Source: Deloitte analysis.

80%
20%

Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Hydrocarbon stalwarts

hydrocarbons and create new revenue streams—as
against simply securing a market for their crude oil—

Hydrocarbon stalwarts, especially Middle East and

will likely thrive in the unfolding transition.

North African (MENA) and Russian NOCs, have a

Companies could also look for integration within

built-in advantage or a head start in the net-zero race:

petrochemicals to broaden access to end markets.

They own the large reserves that can be developed and

Additionally, the integration would be more

produced comparatively cheaply.34 Additionally, their

meaningful if it allows them to cut and control Scope 2

position to be the “last one standing” will likely be

and Scope 3 emissions, an area where IOCs or pure-

supported by net-zero pioneers’ and green followers’

play independents can struggle due to their limited

early shift away from oil and gas. Playing just for the

control over the entire value chain.

market share, however, shouldn’t be the strategy of the
stalwarts. Similarly, having a small portion of their

Saudi Aramco, for example, plans to spend US$110

portfolio consisting of natural gas and owning a simple

billion on the biggest shale gas development in the

integrated value chain won’t maximize gains or

Jafurah gas field (Saudi Arabia) to produce green

minimize risks for them.

hydrogen rather than LNG.36 Similarly, both Saudi
Aramco and ADNOC are leveraging their expertise

About 60% of the long-termers plan to increase their

along with their existing midstream and downstream

focus on natural gas, dependent on a few conditions:

infrastructure to become major blue hydrogen and

when its economics match that of oil, natural gas

ammonia exporters.37 In the long term, however, even

trading hubs evolve globally, gas utilities transform,

MENA-based NOCs under this group could face

and they have a commercial and financial capability to

capital constraints, as competition emerges from pure-

own positions across the natural gas value chain

play green companies. Thus, stalwarts that are focused

(figure 11).35 Similarly, only those stalwarts who look at

on corporate governance, efficiency, and innovation

integration as a means to buoy demand for their

could be best placed to tackle the challenges and thrive.

FIGURE 11

Would hydrocarbon stalwarts increase their focus on natural gas?
Yes, but only when economics match as oil and natural gas trading hubs evolve globally
33%

Yes, due to its important role in the energy transition
17%

Yes, but by building an integrated value chain (liquefaction, pipelines, regasiﬁcation, etc.)
13%

50%

No, oil would remain the dominant fossil fuel of the organization
20%

Uncertain/don't know

26%

17%

No, due to growing competition from renewables/cleaner fuels
0%

18%

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Turning the lens inward

T

HE VALUE AND success of each archetype will

ecosystem, the digital mindset, and organizational

be determined by how well each initiates its

setup, including workforce planning for tomorrow—

internal transformation. Progress on four

would differentiate the rate of value creation across

capabilities—operations design, supply chain

the archetypes (figure 12).

FIGURE 12

Areas of internal transformation

Operations

Digital

Organization &
workforce

Net-zero
pioneers

Scalability and
agility

Integration and
innovation

Agile organization

Green
followers

Value-based
business excellence

Dynamic portfolio
organization

Low-carbon
producers

Engineering, design,
and process
(re)excellence

Carbon analytics

Expanded
functional and
talent capabilities

Carbon-adapted
supply networks

Asset reliability

Organization
strengthening

Hedged and shielded
supply chain
partnerships

Hydrocarbon
stalwarts

Cost and
operational
excellence

High HSE quotient

New workforce

Dual business
structures

Supply chain

Integrated ecosystem
New energy
supply networks

Hybrid model

Cross-skilling

Talent attraction

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Operations

Net-zero pioneers can integrate existing digital
networks and systems while adding or innovating

While the industry has always prioritized operations

new technologies. This would help scale

optimization, the challenge is intensifying with the

operations quickly, track data in real time, and

transition. For example, low-carbon producers and

identify capabilities for a fast-evolving digital

hydrocarbon stalwarts could possibly struggle to

workforce. Meanwhile, green followers can

operate fields and plants at peak capacity due to

develop data-driven models powered by next-

falling demand. But there are ways to unlock value

generation technologies such as predictive

across the archetypes.

intelligence and advanced analytics to be in sync
with the shifting energy demand. Switching the

Net-zero pioneers can nurture operational agility

portfolio also requires new technological

and synergies to develop new technologies and

expertise and robust digital infrastructure which,

services at lower costs. Meanwhile, green followers

according to 56% of our survey respondents, can

can drive operational synergies across their existing

be enabled through joint ventures, alliances, and

hydrocarbon and new green asset base. Offshore

partnerships (figure 13).40

operators, for example, can significantly reduce their
capital intensity, considering 40% of the full lifetime
costs of a standard offshore wind project overlaps
with an offshore O&G project.38
Low-carbon producers can shift their operational
focus from developing hydrocarbons to capturing
carbon. This would involve retrofitting existing
assets and redesigning processes to reduce the
carbon footprint while extending asset life. For
example, Phillips 66’s reconfiguration of its San
Francisco refinery to produce renewable fuels is
expected to reduce the facility’s greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions by 50%, while ensuring continued
asset use despite shifting product slate.39
Hydrocarbon stalwarts, on the other hand, can focus
on cost and operational excellence to become the
lowest cost producers, thereby ensuring profits
despite oil price volatility.

Digitalization
Digitalization holds different priorities for each
archetype as stalwarts and producers pursue
optimized and decarbonized operations given
stringent regulations, while pioneers and
followers seek any competitive edge while
entering new markets.
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FIGURE 13

What would be the key purpose of joint ventures, alliances, and partnerships
in the archetypes’ future strategy?
Net-zero pioneers

Green followers

Low-carbon producers

Hydrocarbon stalwarts

Providing new knowledge and technological expertise
33%

64%

67%

80%

Providing access to new customers, markets, and end users
36%

72%

60%

50%

Sharing of risks and costs
60%

47%

50%

20%

Providing access to new resources and talent pool
44%

40%

37%

38%

Improving economies of scope or scale
28%

20%

57%

45%

Building new relationships and networks within the ecosystem
50%

43%

23%

JVs, alliances, or partnerships would play a minimal role
20% 6%13% 10%

Building brand or market credibility
!" 11% 15% 13%

Reducing competition and pricing pressure
13%

20%

Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Low-carbon producers could benefit from edge-

petrochemical plant, likely to result in operational

based analytics and blockchain solutions

savings of about half a million dollars annually.41

translating operational data into measurable

Hydrocarbon stalwarts can focus on asset

carbon metrics to improve brand image,

reliability and improved worker safety by

governance standards, and visibility across the

leveraging technologies, such as augmented reality

carbon value chain. Repsol is leveraging blockchain

and virtual reality to develop and train operators

to optimize the certification process for its

without any inherent ESG risks.42
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Organizational and
workforce transformation
Net-zero pioneers may have to be agile operators to
compete for talent with startups and corporations
venturing into renewable energy. Their
organizational structure should represent their
distinct shaping business priorities, witnessed in the
case of a wind energy operator that recently
revamped its corporate structure into separate
functional divisions catering to different customer
segments. Green followers could have to build two
corporate structures/cultures for driving value and
cost optimization in hydrocarbons, while building
new capabilities in renewables. Harmonizing the two
structures and upskilling/cross-skilling talent should

challenge would require them to scale up their

be the priority of green followers’ management.

partnerships and build an integrated energy supply

Low-carbon producers could have to redefine

consider a multistakeholder hybrid supply chain

network. Meanwhile, green followers should
mandates for hydrocarbon experts to reduce

model that reduces costs, drives innovation, offers

emissions from the fields and resources under

scalability and, most importantly, provides an

management. This could put the spotlight on new

emission-abating solution to all.

roles for energy and carbon analysts to deliver
enterprise-level carbon assessments, monitor

Low-carbon producers, especially those involved in

carbon calculations and progress, and recommend

aggregating or exporting hydrocarbons, could

changes to internal processes. Although 30%

benefit from undertaking an audit of emissions

hydrocarbon stalwarts expect to have sufficient

across their supply chain as their customers are

access to the expert hydrocarbon talent pool as

expected to increasingly demand information

other companies shift away from the business,

about life cycle emissions of their purchased

flexible work options, higher pay, and promoting

commodities. For instance, Cheniere Energy is

diversity and health could help attract and retain

working toward measuring and reporting

talent, apart from strengthening the organizational

emissions on its exported LNG cargo from 2022 to

setup (figure 14).43

educate customers on their carbon footprint and to
offset life cycle emissions using carbon credits.44
On the other hand, hydrocarbon stalwarts—

Supply chain

especially MENA NOCs that are dominant
suppliers and have more control over their supply

Evaluating the risk profile of each supplier and

chain—may hedge and shield their supply chain

visualizing risks at each node of a supply chain has

vendors from oil price shocks and provide support

become a bare minimum in a post–COVID-19

to upgrade their systems. Saudi Aramco, for

world. Net-zero pioneers face an elevated challenge

instance, is working with banks and financial

of establishing a new supply chain and integrating

technology companies to launch a type of corporate

a concentrated set of OEM suppliers, for products

cashing program called supply chain finance to

such as ammonia and hydrogen. Addressing this

support the cash flows of its vendors.45
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FIGURE 14

What are the measures taken by archetypes to attract and retain the best talent?
Net-zero pioneers

Green followers

Low-carbon producers

Hydrocarbon stalwarts

Oﬀering remote, ﬂexible, best-in-class work options for most professionals
80%

50%

53%

33%

Cross-skilling, reskilling, and upskilling workforce
80%

39%

62%

33%

Promoting diversity and inclusivity in workforce planning
60%

56%

45%

33%

Increasing pay and rewards for specialists, innovators, and performers
20%

44%

43%

53%

Employing a contracted workforce
40%

22%

4% 17%

With the new focus on green business, attracting and retaining talent would be less of a concern
20%

11%

17%

13%

Exploring dynamic workforce models (e.g., bringing perennials/retired experts)
20%

11% 13%

13%

Given the recent shift away from oil & gas by others, we have access to the hydrocarbon talent pool we need
11% 9%

30%

Outsourcing or oﬀshore hiring
20% 9%
Source: Deloitte analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Fueling the future together

T

HE LOW-CARBON FUTURE will likely be

even unlock existing infrastructure to build new

characterized by a smaller oil market, which

revenue streams (e.g., blue hydrogen and ammonia).

would be a more competitive one. For the

Who moves when and how fast will determine the

companies who continue to focus on hydrocarbon

value unlocked by each.

production, lean operations, and low production
costs are expected to provide a
competitive edge. And companies who
exit the oil markets to focus on new
low-carbon business models will need
to differentiate themselves in these new
areas. As soon as the industry masters
the balance of economics and
environment, it can smoothly win in
the third “e”—the energy market of the

The four archetypes will need to
evolve to make sustainability their
core business. Who moves when
and how fast will determine the
value unlocked by each.

future. In doing this, the O&G
marketplace is likely to undergo a complete

Although timelines may differ, participating in the

transformation, from portfolios and partnerships

transition to the low-carbon future can unlock a

to platforms and innovation.

multiplier effect and establish a new equation for
companies across the spectrum. Companies that

The four archetypes will need to evolve to make

balance their internal transformation and corporate

sustainability their core business. For instance, a

vision, leave room for innovation and agility, and set

hydrocarbon stalwart with the lowest-cost

a strong “low-carbon” foundation, are likely on the

operations also can decarbonize O&G operations and

right path.
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